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How to Paint
a Dead Man

Italy in the early 196Os: a dying painter considers the sacrifices
and losses that have made him an enigma, both to strangers
and those closest to him. He begins his last life painting, using the
same objects he has painted obsessively for his entire career
– a small group of bottles.
Not long afterwards, a blind girl tends his grave, trying to
understand the world she can no longer see, and wondering
whether the presence she feels nearby is the ‘Bestia’, the
monstrous creature depicted in the altar of painting of her
local church.
In Cumbria 3O years later, a landscape artist - who once wrote
letters to the Italian recluse – finds himself trapped in the extreme
terrain that has made him famous.
And in present-day London, his daughter, struggling with the
sudden loss of her twin brother while trying to curate an exhibition
about the lives of the twentieth century European masters, is
drawn into a world of darkness and sexual abandon.

Discussion points

How did the extract from Cennini’s The Craftsman’s Handbook
effect your understanding and interpretation of the novel?
Did you find any one of the four narratives more compelling
and vivid than the others?
Signor Giorgio expresses himself in riddles ‘We should not forget
that when we limp away afflicted through the spirit, it is not to the
factory gates or to the corporate steps we pilgrimage. Instead we
go to the sea for its salt.’ What does this effect the way the reader
perceives Giorgio?
How do you think that the four stories work both individually as
separate entities and as part of a cohesive whole?
Susie tells her story through the unusual ‘second person narrative’,
how does this effect your perception of her?
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